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‘LIFE ABOARD’ BRINGS YOU NEWS & UPDATES FROM THE WESSEX ROSE   IN THIS ISSUE 

A lovely opportunity for us to welcome back a 
charming guest who had cruised with us during the 
summer. This lovely lady from America booked the 
boat so that she and her husband could celebrate 
New Year with four of their UK friends. 

The journey for our New Year cruise was to be 
Great Bedwyn to Pewsey. A scenic route 
unaffected by maintenance stoppages and suitable 
for short winter days taking in Froxfield, Crofton, 
Wilton Water, the Summit pound and Bruce 
Tunnel, the charming village of Wotton Rivers and 
a picturesque stretch of canal to Pewsey. 

Moving the boat from Devizes to Great Bedwyn 
was to be a pleasant 3 day saunter, a chance to 
blow away the cobwebs and appreciate the canal, 
but we hadn’t reckoned with the canal gods! 

Casting off from our mooring in bright winter sun, 
we reversed the boat to a winding hole and as we 
began to turn a shower of hail arrived literally out 
of the blue. Cold and fierce and we had nowhere to 
hide, but we survived the battering and ploughed 
on as hail gave way to rain. Sometime later, and 
wet but not dispirited we came upon a blurry shape 
in the canal ahead. What was this? A wide tarpaulin 
covered boat moored in a narrow section. Could we 
pass? No. As we went silently but definitely 
aground in our attempt, it gradually dawned on us 
that the Canal Gods clearly were not happy! We 
knocked, but no one was aboard the mystery craft, 
clearly abandoned for the festive season.  Nothing 
for it but to man (and woman) haul the hulk to a 
nearby winding hole, move the Wessex Rose past 
it, then haul it back again. Great fun on a slippy 
muddy tow path in the rain!. 

With dusk falling, we’d had enough for one day so 
time to moor up. Perhaps an offering of whisky to 
the canal gods? Nah, don’t be silly, far better 
consumed by the living to aid dreams of a 
(hopefully) better day ahead 

A better day? Ha, the canal gods had spent the 
night conspiring. To thwart us, a narrow boat 
slipped from its moorings floating aimlessly in the 
canal. Easily remedied though, grab the rope, pull it 
back to the towpath and tie it up again. A mere 15 
minutes delay. 

Back on route & smugly thinking ‘those pesky canal 
gods will have to try harder than that’. A stupid 
thought, there ahead we spy the looming shape of 
a tree, strangely horizontal across the canal! Was 
this to be the show stopper? Almost, but no. A 
mere couple of hours hanging off the front of the 
boat hacking away a bow at a time to clear a path 
and we squeezed through the gap. Battered, 
scratched and bruised we moored up believing it 
must be plain sailing from there. 

Another dawn and we find ourselves surrounded by 
a thick frost and ice on the canal, very pretty, thank 
you canal gods! The ropes crunch as we untie them 
and as we move off we witness a new 
phenomenon, the Wessex Rose ‘pushing’ sheets of 
ice ahead as they crack and slide on top of each 
other making an incredible noise 

We enter a lock. However, 70ft of boat plus 20ft of 
ice sheets = insufficient room for the boat! So on to 
the foredeck again, attack the ice with a boat pole, 
break it into small pieces and in we go.  Only we’re 
going down so the gates open in and the smashed 
pack ice decides to hide behind the gates. Result, 
the gates won’t open enough! So out with the pole 
again, reduce the ice to Slush Puppy consistency 
and finally the gates fall back enough to let us out! 

Thankfully the rest of the journey was uneventful, 
our guests arrived without incident and the cruise 
went like clockwork. A lovely time was had by all. 
The sun even shone on the last day, wonderful!. 

The canal gods? Ah yes they smile on us again, we 
can only assume it was the noble haggis we 
sacrificed to them on New Years Eve!! 

 

2014 - A New Year Celebration 
David & Karen prepare for a very enjoyable New 
Year’s cruise and appease the ‘canal gods’.    
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Do we listen?  
 

We do when it involves 

suggestions from guests 
 
No matter how much care you take with a design 
there will always be things that you had forgotten, 
missed or misinterpreted. It’s not until you actually 
use something that you see the flaws and even 
then you can miss the obvious and need a second 
(or third) pair of eyes. 

 
One such feature was 
our tiller arm and the 
fact that the required 
length meant that it 
hindered moving 
across the back deck 
from the doorway to 
the top deck steps without 
either stopping the boat or the 
guests taking up limbo dancing and 
ducking under the tiller!! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

One of our lovely guests commented that it would 
be nice if the tiller were hinged so it could be  
lifted to make crossing the back deck easier whilst 
cruising. Karen, who spends most time at the 
helm, agreed wholeheartedly (and repeatedly) so 
re-designing the tiller arm made it onto on my 
winter job list! 

 
  
the diameter of the tiller arm, and, with the 
help of two trusty aircraft engineers, for no 
reason other than they were at a loose end and 
needed keeping out of mischief! the tiller arm 
was cut, shortened & drilled. The knurled brass 
hinge was ‘persuaded’ into place, roll pins fitted 
to secure it, and job done. 
 
It now means that we can briefly lift the tiller 
arm whilst cruising so that, as guests have 
asked, they can cross the back deck without 
feeling that are inconveniencing us and at the 
same time avoiding curvature of the spine! 
 

Another winter job out of the way 
and another guest suggestion 
taken ‘on-board’, literally!  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

A very large, chunky, heavy and finely engineered 
round brass hinge was sourced which would fit 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
This is Karen’s favourite desert and I always 
have to make a couple of extras for 
‘emergency use’. Needless to say if there is no 
‘emergency’ she quickly comes to the rescue 
with ‘well it would be a shame to waste them’! 
 
Ingredients:- 
 

200g Chocolate minimum 75% cocoa 
200g Unsalted Butter (diced) 
110g Golden Caster Sugar 
4 Large Eggs 
4 Egg Yokes 
1 Tsp Vanilla Extract 
60g Plain Flour 
 
Method:- 
 

Melt the broken chocolate & butter in a 
bowl over barely simmering water until 
smooth and glossy. 

 
Power whisk sugar, eggs, yokes & vanilla in 
a large bowl until mousse like in consistency 
and lifting the whisk leaves ribbons. 
 

Pour into the mixture round the edge of the 
bowl, sift melted butter & chocolate in flour 
and then slowly fold all together with a 
metal spoon. 
 

Butter individual metal pudding basins and 
pour in mixture to just below the rim then 
cover with cling film and chill. 
 

Pre heat oven to 200c/Gas 6, unwrap the 
puddings and cook on a baking tray for 14 
mins, rest for 1 min then turn out onto 
plates. 
 

I serve with pouring cream and when cut the 
center of the puddings should still be soft 
and run slightly. 
 
Karen also says that they 
are also nice cold when the 
center has a ‘fudgy’ 
texture! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DID YOU KNOW? 

Confusion in Europe is nothing new:- 

Until current international standards 

were applied in the 1930s, it was common 

for steering orders on ships to be given 

as "Tiller Orders", which dictated to 

which side of the vessel the tiller was to 

be moved.  

Since the tiller is forward of the 

rudder's pivot point, the tiller's 

movement is reversed at the rudder. 

This gave the impression that orders 

were given "the wrong way round". For 

example, to turn a ship to port (left), 

the helmsman would be given the order 

"starboard helm". The ship's tiller was 

then moved to starboard, producing a 

turn to port.  

However, it’s no surprise that the 

opposite convention applied in France! 

Where tribord (starboard) meant turn 

to starboard! Yet Austria and Italy kept 

to the English system.  

To confuse matters further there was 

no standardisation at all in vessels from 

the Scandinavian countries, where the 

practice varied from ship to ship. 
 

Entente Cordiale? 

‘Cook’s Corner’ 
 

Melting Chocolate Pots 

THAT PERFECT GIFT 
 What is a ‘Perfect Gift’? It’s one which will 
be unique, one which will be something to 
look forward to, one which will create 
unforgettable memories and above all one 
which will show the thoughtfulness and 
feelings of the giver. 
 

The description is easy but how many hours 
have we all spent trying to find the ‘Perfect 
Gift’ which fits all the criteria? 
 

Well look no further as the adverts say! We 
have launched a range of highly 
personalised Gift Vouchers which make a 
totally unique gift which will be thoroughly 
enjoyed and create memories that will last 
forever. 
 

Our personalised Gift Vouchers can be for a 
particular cruise, they can be ‘open’ to be 
used on any cruise, or they can be of a ‘set 
value’ towards any cruise. 
 

As our gift vouchers are highly personalised 
please contact us by phone or e-mail to 
discuss your requirements and together we 
can create that elusive ‘Perfect Gift’ 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmsman
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locks is of a very precise length and weight 
not only to act as a ‘lever’ to combat the 
deadweight of the gate when being opened 
or closed, but also to balance the gate and 
‘float’ it in its hinges when the water pressure 
on both sides are equalised ie when being 
open or closed. 

 

Cobblers Lock is accompanied, like many 
others, by a lock keepers cottage, always 
looking pretty but Cobblers Lock Cottage 
particularly so. In 1823 there were 31 Lock 
Keepers employed on the Kennet & Avon and 
paid 10s/6d (52p) a week plus a house. 
 

Lock Keepers did not necessarily operate the 
locks for the boats, their job was to be 
responsible for a length of canal and maybe a 
few locks. As well as ensuring that the canals 
were used correctly and all the bylaws 
adhered to, they kept logs, monitored 
movements and were generally the canal 
companies’ eyes & ears. 
 

Canal rules say that, for most efficient use of 
water, you leave locks full if you are leaving 
up hill and empty if leaving downhill. 
However on Cobblers Lock there is an official 
notice saying ’Please leave lock empty’. Some 
think this is, as happens nearer the summit, 
to aid flow and feed the lower pounds, some 
think it’s due to leaky gates or paddles that 
don’t seal, whereas the truth is that if left full 
the water in the lock finds its way into the 
cellar of the lock keepers cottage and floods 
it!! 
 

A few yards from Cobblers Lock, and whilst 
not directly related to locks, is something 
passed by and unseen by the majority of 
visitors. A pretty three arched aqueduct takes 
the canal over the crystal clear waters of the 
river Dun . 

 
 

Could there be a nicer lock anywhere else? 

A Living History  
    
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A canal really is a living history, a living 
museum whose construction, engineering 
and principals of operation are exactly as 
they were over 200 years ago. It’s us, man, 
that has changed and not the waterways. 
 

How many things today function as they did 
200 years ago, untouched by computers, not 
requiring mobile phones, satellites or Ipads 
to make it function. 
 

Take a lock, Cobblers Lock for example, 
which just happens to be David’s favourite 
lock. It was built after the canal had reached 
Hungerford in 1798 and functions today 
exactly as it did the first time it was used on 
the 2

nd
 of Jul7 1799. 

 
Lock number 72 of 106 is situated west of 
Hungerford between Hungerford Marsh and 
Picketsfield locks en route to Froxfield, 
Crofton and the summit beyond. It raises or 
lowers the canal by 8ft 3ins/2.51m and holds 
approximately 50,000 gallons/240,ooo ltrs of 
water that is discharged into the lower 
pound to feed Hungerford Marsh lock each 
time it is used.   
 

Technically it’s called a ‘Pound Lock’ in that 
it has a stretch of canal before and after it 
and its top or bottom gate does not form 
part of another lock, ie part of a ‘Staircase’ 
 
 The gates are called ‘Mitre Gates’, first 
invented by Leonardo Da Vinci sometime in 
the late 1400’s, a design that is still used in 
the majority of conventional locks. 

 

Cobblers Lock, like most locks, has its gates 
made of oak, the bottom pair weighing 
about 3 tonnes each and the top pair about 2 
tonnes each. Gates have an estimated life of 
about 25 years and the ones in use today 
were built largely to the same design as the 
first pair in 1798.  
 

The long ‘balance beam’ seen on all manual 
 

 
Depths (Rise/fall):- 
 
Cobblers Lock – 8ft3in/2.51m 
 
Deepest on K&A 
 
Bath Deep Lock – 19ft5in/5.92m 
 
Deepest in UK 
 
Tule Lock, Rochdale Canal – 19ft8in/6m 
 
Deepest in Europe 
 
Douor River, Portugal – 113ft9in/35m 
 
Deepest in World 
 
Oskemen, Kazakhstan – 138ft/42m 
 
 
Oldest:- 
 
The Chinese are recorded as having 
used a type of ‘Pound Lock’ system, as 
used today, for navigation in about 
950AD 
 
‘Mite Gates’ as used on most locks 
today were invented by Leonardo Da 
Vinci’ in the 1400’s but not put into use 
until the 1700’s 
 
Britain’s oldest navigable locks were on 
the Exeter Canal opened in 1566. The 
canal had 3 ‘pound locks’ but used 
vertical gates rather that Da Vinci’s 
mite gates. 
 
Largest:- 
 
The largest lock in the world is the 
Berendrecht Lock giving access to 
Belgian port of Antwerp. It is 
1600ft/500m long, 223ft/68m wide with 
a water depth of 44ft/13.8m. However 
the Belgians will beat their own records 
with a new lock due to open in 2016 
having the same dimensions but with a 
water depth of 58ft/17.8m. 9 million 
m3 of earth is being excavated and 
22,000 tonnes of steel is being used in 
construction costing over 340 million 
Euros. 
 
All of which seems to pale the pretty 
‘Cobblers Lock’ into insignificance!! 
 

  

LOCK FACTS 
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We thought that with each edition of ‘Life 
Aboard’ we would pick out one of our range 
of cruises and focus on it, giving a brief 
description of the route, the scenery, some of 
the features and places of interest. 

Pewsey to Hungerford 

This is one of our shortest cruises at 3 
nights, but is none the less a lovely route 
with lots to see and experience.  We leave 
the historic Pewsey Wharf whose pub was 
once a canal side warehouse where boats 
with goods for the nearby town would have 
been unloaded, and goods re-loaded for 
transport to Newbury, Reading and even 
London to the East and Bath and Bristol to 
the West. 

We cruise along a beautifully wooded area, 
flanked by rolling 
Wiltshire Downs 
on the left and 
more distant 
views to the right. 
Wildlife is 

abundant both on the canal and the fields 
alongside. Heron, Kingfisher, Kites, Little 
Egrets and Buzzards are regular sights on 
the cruise.  

A peaceful and relaxing 
cruise in late afternoon 
sun brings us to our first 
lock at Wotton Rivers. 
This is a charming little 
village and well worth 
the short stroll to see the 
thatched cottages and 
16c pub. On the way 
back don’t pass the Church gate, wander in 
through the grave yard and find the church 
with its wooden clock tower and clock face 
bearing the words ‘Glory Be To God’ rather 
than numbers. 

We now pass through 3 more very scenic 
locks, one with a 16c timber framed house 
vertically clad in tiles to reach the ‘Summit 
Pound, the highest point on the K&A at 
450ft above sea level. All locks from here to 
London are downwards. The Summit Pound 
was built a lot deeper than the rest of the 
canal to serve as its own reservoir feeding 
the descents at either side.   

At Burbage you will 
see an example of 
the original wooden 
cranes used on the 
wharfs to load and 

unload barges. This wharf is on the edge of 
the Savernake Forest and would have 
handled timber bound for the construction  

 

 

 
 

sites at London, Bristol and beyond. 

Leaving Burbage the canal becomes a 
heavily wooded cutting which is the prelude 
to the 502 yard long ‘Bruce Tunnel’ whose 
history featured in the first edition of ‘Life 
Afloat’.  

Exiting the tunnel the cutting gives way to 
the canal’s more rural aspects. As we 
meander along the summit we pass though 
the stations of an old demolished railway 
bridge and approach the first ‘down’ lock. 
Here the ‘Leat’ enters 
the canal, a ‘leat’ being 
the watercourse that 
carries the water being 
pumped to the summit 
from Crofton some 40ft 
below the summit and 
¾ of a mile away. 

After a series of 6 locks 
we reach Crofton Pumping Station. Its claim 
to fame is that it has the oldest working 
steam beam engine in the world, still in its 
original position and still regularly doing the 
job it was built for. Guests are welcome to 
visit and look round, an entry fee is payable.  

Opposite and overlooked by the pump 
house is the picturesque ‘Wilton Water’, the 
source of the water pumped to the summit.  

Leaving Crofton the bridge over the next 
lock carries a Roman Road leading to the 
village of Wilton with its working windmill. 

The countryside is stunning as we pass a 
former Lock Keepers cottage where the only 
access is via the canal, the owner having a 
small motorised platform to get to the 
nearest road. Our next stop is Great 
Bedwyn. The church here has a unique lace 
work stone freeze around the tower and in 
the village there is a quirky stone masons 
museum and a bakery which claims to make 
the best ‘Lardy Cake’, a Wiltshire delicacy, 
There is a superb thatched farmhouse and 
barn just across the road from the canal and 
Great Bedwyn wharf is also the home of the 
‘Bruce Trust’ a charity with boats specially 
adapted for use by disabled holiday makers. 

Little Bedwyn 
next, again a 
charmer, where 
the church clock 
never changes! 
Then on to 
Froxfield where if you wish, a half mile walk 
will take you to some architecturally 
amazing Alms Houses named after their 
benefactor, The Duchess of Somerset. They 
consist of 50 little cottages in a quadrangle 
with a small chapel in the middle. 

The countryside changes gradually as the 
rolling Downs give way to more level 
grounds and the canal is joined in places by 
the clear and shallow River Dun bounded by 
water meadows and abundant wildlife.  

Passing through Cobblers Lock, featured 
elsewhere in this edition, we cross Freemans 
Marsh nature reserve to reach Hungerford 
Marsh Lock, the only lock in the country 
with a swing bridge over the lock chamber. 
It is important to remember to swing the 
bridge, when ascending, it is said to be easy 
to forget to open the bridge before flooding 
the lock, the consequences of which are 
crushing! 

The bridge was 
required to allow 
the Sanden Fee 
Commoners 
access to the land 
to which they had 
been granted grazing rights long before the 
canal was built.  

The approach to Hungerford passes the 
Church of St Lawrence, completed in 1816 
after the former building collapsed. It was 
constructed from Bath Stone transported to 
the site by the newly opened canal. Beyond 
the church we reach Hungerford Lock, 
recently refurbished and fitted with brand 
new gates, and our destination at 
Hungerford Wharf. 

This cruise is not our longest route but it 
certainly rates amongst the prettiest and 
most varied.  No matter how many times we 
cruise this route we always enjoy it and 
nearly always notice something new.  

 

  

Cruise Focus 
 
 

Did You Know? 
  

 All our cruises start and finish at, 
or very, near railway stations. 
 

 All our cabins are fully ‘en-suite’ 
 

 All our cruises are ‘Fully Inclusive’ 
which includes everything even 
all alcoholic ‘house’ drinks. 

 

 All bathrooms include 
complimentary toiletries. 

 

 All cabins can be configured as 
either twin or double. 

 

 All our furniture is bespoke made 
for your comfort. 
 

 All food is freshly prepared on 
board to the highest standard. 

 

 All backed by our prestigious Visit 
England 5* Rating. 
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 It’s time to get ready, 
time to spruce up the 
Wessex Rose, dust off 
the cobwebs and get 
things ‘Ship Shape’ so 
to speak. We started 
from the top down, 
literally, by getting 
down on hands and 
knees and giving the 
sun deck a thorough 
scrub! 

                                                                                         

 

 

 

Ever wondered where it comes 
from? 

I guess it’s not until you get involved with 
boats, or for that matter anything which has 
no access to mains electricity, that you start 
to think about where the electrical power 
comes from. Then you realise that to have 
enough power to run a small hotel, and 
cater for 6 guests, you’re entering a 
specialist field not often called upon in the 
Inland Waterways World. 

So how do we do it? Well I am the wrong 
person to ask for the more technical details 
but I can describe how it works on a day to 
day basis. 

We have an 
11kva generator, 
for anyone who 
knows what that 
means, driven by 
a 4 cylinder Beta 
Marine Engine 
housed, guess 
where? In the 
generator room! 
This produces 
current which 
charges 8 huge 6 
volt Rolls 4000 

deep discharge batteries. The power from 
the combined batteries now feeds the 12 
volt and 24 volt systems, mainly lighting, 
pumps, alarms & monitoring systems. The 
batteries also supply a large capacity 
‘inverter’, and again for the technical 
minded it’s a ‘24/5000/120’ to turn the 24 
volt DC into 240 volt ac just like a normal 
household supply. It also doubles up as the 
charging unit. This 240v powers the sockets 
in the cabins and throughout the boat, the 
TV’s, kitchen appliances, underfloor 
heating, the main water pump and even the 
toilet system! And that’s why we need such 

big batteries, such a high powered inverter 
and a beefy generator. 

We store enough power in the batteries to 
see the boat and guests through the night 
and then use the generator in the morning 
to start re-charging and in an evening to top 

things up. Whilst we 
are cruising the 
boat’s main engine 
drives an extra 
24v/120 amp 
alternator which 
keeps the batteries 
under charge. 

However, the load 
created by the 
larger appliances, 
the dishwasher, 

washing machine & tumble dryer, create too 
much demand on the normal systems so are 
powered directly from the generator so they 
are normally only used through the day 
when it is acceptable to run the generator.  

 

As with all 
things modern,  
the above is 
governed by 
some very 
clever software 
systems which 
balance and 
manage the 
whole system, 
in short it does 
all the things 
that I don’t 
understand! 

The only power outside these systems are 2 
dedicated batteries used for starting the 
main engine and the generator, so no 
matter what state of power we can always 
re-start the generator and engine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy Birthday 
Wessex 
Rose 
On the 1

st
 of May 

2014 it will be the 
Wessex Rose’s first 
birthday. 

It will be exactly 12 
months since, on a 
lovely warm, sunny, spring day, she finally 
touched water for the first time at at 6.30 in 

the evening.  

It was a  long day 
which started by 
clearing enough 
of Milburn’s shed 
(no mean feat!) 

to move the boat. A large tractor and a crane 
maneuvered and dragged the boat on rollers 
into the yard and turned it. A second crane 
arrived for ‘the lift’ onto Sommerscales 
Transport’s specialist abnormal load vehicle. 
Only when lifted was the weight known, 47 
tonnes, no wonder the yard was crumbling!   

4.30pm, all lashed and secured the abnormal  

load and its escort set off, bang on rush hour!, 
for the 8 mile journey to the launch site.  

Thanks to Kate 
Boats, the only 
site with purpose 
built pads that 
could take the 
weight of cranes 

and the Wessex 
Rose, all was 
ready. The large 
truck and trailer 
slowly reversed 
under the cranes 
and the final lift 

began. Working 2 cranes in perfect unison, 
every movement in harmony, took the skill of 
father and son team Barry & Mark Tuckey. 

6.30pm, first the bow touched the water and 
then, quite gracefully, the rest of the boat 
slipped into the water..  

A quick hug to assure each other that we really 
had done it, then handshakes all round, before 
Andy Milburn took first turn at the helm to 
move the boat onto a mooring for us. 

 A snap shot of 
our favorite boat 
building team 
‘The Milburns’ 
taken for the 
album.   

A day we will never forget.  

Getting Ready 

Engineering Bits 

Just for fun!! 
 

Can you a guess how much 
electrical cabling was used in 
the fit out of the Wessex Rose?? 
 
Have a go, the answer will be 
published in the next issue, but, 
as a clue, to the nearest 
Kilometer will do!! 
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We keep saying to people ‘Follow us on 
Flickr’ or ‘check out our latest pictures on 
Flickr’ but what is it, and what is it supposed 
to do?   

 

It’s pretty easy really, it’s a free web site 
where every subscriber cab have their own 
photo album with a unique address. Ours is- 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/82285738@N
06/ 

If you put that address into your internet 
tool bar you will arrive at our album.  

As a ‘guest’ on 
our Flickr album 
you can look at all 
the pictures we 
post to the 
album, you can 

play them as a slide show, click on a picture 
and enlarge it, send links to friends and you 
can ‘follow’ us and get notified each time we 
add more pictures. 

From our 
point of view 
it’s a very 
easy process 
to upload our 
pictures and 
give access to 
anyone who’s interested to snap shots of 
what we are up to and where we have been. 
It’s just a perfect way of easily sharing 
pictures of our lovely boat and beautiful 
canal! 

Give it a go, it’s 
simple, its user 
friendly and you will 
be amazed how many 
pictures we have on 

there. You can even copy them to your own 
computer if there is one that you fancy, and 
the best thing about it? It doesn’t cost a 
penny! 

 

 

 
 
 

The Mitakuye 
Oyasin 

 

 

 
A uniquely painted 55ft Narrow Boat based 
on the K&A that we pass regularly. It’s 
entire length, on both sides, are intricately 
painted with interconnecting cycle cogs. 
The large cog at the front bears the 
‘Sustrans’ logo. 

Having been quite intrigued by both the 
name and the design each time we passed 
we were treated to a closer view when it 
arrived at the workshops behind our winter 
moorings.  

The Boat, described by its owner as a 
‘Moving Sculpture’ is called the ‘Mikakuye 
Oyasin’ which comes from the language of 
the Sioux North American Indians and 
means ‘All related’, ‘All of the same family’ 
or ‘All in harmony’ which presumably relates 
to the cogs all meshing and working 
together. 

So it came as no surprise that the owner is 
an avid cyclist, however it goes further than 
that, the owner was also a founder member 
of the charity ‘Sustrans’ which promotes 
and enables people to travel by foot, bike or 
public transport for more of the journeys we 
make every day. However it is probably best 
known for the formation of National Cycle 
Network, parts of which use canal tow paths 
including most of the Kennet & Avon’s 
length.  

Is it signwriting or art work? The designer 
and artist describes himself as an ‘illustrator’ 
to add another dimension. The whole design 
consists of 31 differing size cogs, 15 on one 
side, 13 on the other and 3 on the back 
doors. The overall effect is amazing, very 
eye catching and brings even more variation 
in the colorful world of Canal Boat painting. 
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The End Bit 
We hope that you have enjoyed this 
edition of our newsletter ‘Life Aboard’ 
we have again tried to make the 
contents a lively mixture of news, 
information and updates. 

Its only edition two and we would love 
to hear from you if you have any 
comments or suggestions on the form 
and the contents of ‘Life Aboard’. 

We don’t want to annoy anyone with 
junk mail so of you don’t want to 
receive any further issues of ‘Life 
Aboard’ please just drop us a quick e-
mail on enquiries@wessexrose.co.uk 
asking us to un-subscribe you and we 
will immediately take your details off 
our circulation list. 

As we look forward to our 2014 season 
we send you our very best wishes and 
hope that we may have the opportunity 
to welcome you on-board the Wessex 
Rose. 

David & Karen 
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Stop Press – Just Seen Today 5
th

 April!! 

 
Proud mum & first ducklings of the season 
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